TEACHER : THE BEST ACTRESS
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Every day it is always in mind
How can the pupils’ learning be in line
Using ICT or an old school style
Trying to discover the millenials’ potential

Mumbling and rumbling for the best strategy
Innovating and searching finding for something
Downloading and printing
Making the devise so fancy.

But still learning wasn’t become easy
With an eraser and a chalk at hand
In the blackboard skills are published
And made learning so fun.

With a facial expression
And a gesture making an illustration
Bringing out the learning
And in knowledge they are yearning
Colored pictures and well-decorated classroom

Laminated devises and extravagant materials

Still has no match to a best actress

Who is a teacher at heart

Teacher by profession is not for impression

But teaching in passion is a dedication

With a smile on her face and in her encouraging grace

Learning wouldn’t be as hard as a maze.

With her soft voice and affective touch

Pupils learn easily and fast.

This only proves that there is really nothing compare

for the best instructional material

Is still the TEACHER.
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